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MARGARET SALISBURY.

The s,ý>,tiing of the story is vivid and picturesque, brid
ing, the period of our Civil war, and its touches upon New

Encrland,ýtnd Virginia life are full of local color, provincial
phraseology ànd dramatic power. The tale opens mith a

description of Three Oaks, a fine Virginia estate, the fate
of whose owners is curiously interwoven with thé three

gigantic trees from, which the -lace receives its nàme.
Mrs. Lee strikes the note of heredity firmly, and the most*
tragic complication of her plot hinges upon the unlawful
use of hypnotic power. The world of books is far too
poor in well-told stories of our war, to accord anything

less than enthusiastic welcome to this latest comer, so fun
of rich detail and striking scenes both North and South,
and so winning in the even, impartial temper with which
the sad struggles of the great Rebellion are incideýntally
set forth. It will attract that great army of readers which
turns to books for amusement and distraction.

Margaret Salisbury" is the brave and loyal beroine of a
stirring drama of thé Civil War. Her love story is a sad one

and long in telling, but it affords the author opportunity to întro-
duce pictureg of Southern life in anti-bellum days and some
startling épisodes of army times. The sympathetic interest of
the reader will be aroused by a succession of unusual incidents.
- Public OPinion, Washington, D. C.

North and South, their people and principles, are the text of
the book. The slavery question is treated from an unprejudiced

standpoint. ýý The Negro, Yankee and Southern chameters are
lifelike under skilful moulding. As a love story it is pure, sim-

ple, strong and pathetic.- The American Newsman, New York
City. 1

4,1 Margaret Salisbury" is a story of the w-ar, and is charm-
ingly told. Its besoes are of the real kind who bt-fieve what

they professi because they were born to believe so. The story is
enlivened by a vein of rather exquisite humor and toned up by
clean, pure and bealthy sent * iment, altogether furnishing a 'Most
entertaining tale of heroic times. -Kansas City _7ournal.
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